
Dr. Nell and I have lots of things in common.   

We both have a passion for economics and have this burning desire to share this passion with younger 

generations.  We share the same birth date.  In 1969, Dr. Nell started his career at New School and I 

started my life in Ukraine.  We both have PHD in economics. 

Getting a doctorate degree is something that I have dreamed of since I came to this country, 

which was more than 20 years ago.  Things and sometimes people got in the way.  It was not easy to 

take graduate courses and at the same time be a single mother, work full time at one university, be an 

adjunct at two more, and supplement the family income with private tutoring.  There are many people 

whom I could thank for making me who I am today but if I were to thank one and only one person for 

helping me get this far in my professional career as an economist and as a teacher, it would be Dr. 

Edward Nell.   

 I fell in love with prof. Nell’s lectures when I took his Money and Banking class.   His lectures 

in History of Finance, Transformational Growth, and Money and Banking have stimulated my 

thinking, ignited my curiosity, and forced me to explore the dimensions of economics that have been 

previously unknown to me.  In short, those were lectures of a Worldly Philosopher.   

I believe that true teaching combines love for the subject, passion for the profession, and 

willingness to unite both in order to inspire and motivate others.   “The mediocre teacher tells.  The 

good teacher explains.  The great teacher inspires.”  Dr. Nell inspires his students.  He inspires them to 

read more, to learn more, and to ask more questions.   

Dr. Nell also made me a better teacher.  One of the reasons why I took every class that he 

taught was because I found his lectures incredibly relevant to what I was teaching at Pace University.  

Whether I teach Money and Banking, Principles of Macroeconomics, or Political Economy of 

Developing Nations, I feel that Dr. Nell’s lectures have helped me to see things differently and to form 

more meaningful conclusions.   



 In October 2012, Hurricane Sandy came to my house in Staten Island.  It flooded my office 

with 5 feet of water, taking away most of my home library. Only the top 2 shelves were not touched by 

water.  I was very happy to find that Dr. Nell’s lectures were dry and safe.  The lecture notes from Dr. 

Nell could not possibly be replaced.   

 Igniting my curiosity, enhancing my teaching skills, and finally, guiding me through the 

dissertation process.   Without his constant support and kind words when I most needed them my 

dissertation would have never seen the light of day.  Dr. Nell helped me better establish myself in this 

society as a scholar and academic and fulfill my life-time goal to get a Ph.D.   

Dr. Nell has never commanded any army, has never ruled any empire, or sent any men to their 

death.  Yet, what he has done is more important to history than many acts of statesmen or politicians, 

for he has shaped and challenged the minds of the younger generations; in this way, he has shaped and 

swayed the future of our society.  Isn’t it what the worldly philosophers do?   

 


